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You can’t pick up an industry magazine
or read an article online that doesn’t have
some reference to the “cloud’. It is the latest
buzz word and a must have among the food
service elite. No topic is also more misunder-
stood than what the cloud means to the
average restaurant operator. But because the
market is now driving the need for cloud
reporting down to the operator that has
two or more restaurants, 24-7 has acquired
the software to provide our clients with the
cloud features… including reporting
and financials.

For nine years now 24-7 Hospitality
Technology has provided such features as
in-house accounting, menu maintenance,
SaaS (software as a service), PCI Compliance
and a host of other industry requirements.
24-7 has been ahead of the curve for a
number of years.

Now that the cloud has arrived, we are
prepared to show, install and support this
latest product offering. Please call you sales
representative to learn more about how
your business can benefit from the
CLOUD experience.

For more information go to www.247ht.com.

Cloud-based POS is growing in
popularity with restaurant operators
Many restaurant groups are looking for easier ways to
streamline systems and facilitate corporate communications
and data sharing. In light of this, more restaurant operators
are paying close attention to cloud technology.

Using the previous advances communications, cloud-based
POS systems can be independent from platform and
operating system limitations. Cloud-based POS systems are
created to be compatible with a wide range of POS hardware.

In fact, the cloud allows users to store data on remote
computer servers and retrieve that data almost as fast
as if it resided on their server at home or office. Cloud-based
services also allow users to access software without
installing it on their computers.

A 2013 survey of new technologies from Hospitality Tech-
nology Magazine found that more restaurant operators are
interested in online ordering and using mobile phones for
ordering, but the largest increase was interest in cloud
computing. Cloud was the biggest jump, and is now desired
by 36.2% in their survey (a jump of 17 percentage points
over 2012).

Behind all of the technological jargon surrounding cloud
technology is a paradigm shift in how people and businesses
use computers. The advantages of a cloud-based POS are:
• instant centralization of data,
• ability to access data from anywhere there is
internet connection

• lower costs.

Cloud-based POS also helped expand POS systems to
mobile devices.

Cloud-based POS systems are different from traditional
POS largely because user data, including sales and inven-
tory need not be stored locally, but in a remote server.
The POS system is also not run locally, so there is no
installation required. In fact, the advent of cloud computing
gives birth to the possibility of POS systems to be deployed
as software as a service, which can be accessed directly
from the Internet, using any internet browser.
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24-7 Hospitality Technology has
a cloud-based POS solution to meet
your needs
Whether you are looking for a total new cloud-based
POS system or wish to have cloud capability to a
traditional client-server based system, we have you
covered. We offer the all-in-one Brink Software
cloud-based solution, as well as providing the robust
PAR Pixel Point cloud-based solution for operators who
want a back-end server to support the cloud.

Our cloud-based solutions provide real-time,
enterprise-wide access for data from any web-enabled
device (PCs, iPads, mobile phones), easier PCI
compliance, and less IT management. These are just
a few of the benefits restaurant operators are realiz-
ing when they make the leap to cloud-based systems.

While some operators are opting to run the POS on a
mobile device, those who prefer a traditional terminal
still have this option available from many vendors.
The good news is, with the cloud, the terminal is the
only hardware needed at the restaurant.

See your 24-7 Hospitality Technology represen-
tative to learn how much you can benefit from
cloud computing.

“Regardless of brand or size"
24-7 Hospitality Technology can
provide a flexible, cost effective
POS restaurant system that is
easy to use for both room and
outside guests.”

See what our customers are saying:
“This POS system configuration allows our
restaurant terminals to easily integrate with our
main system. And 24-7 provides quick response to
any service issues.

Wesley Warmack
Director of IT for Mayfair Hotel and Spa

Coconut Grove, Florida

“This is a very easy-to-use and durable system.
The company really means 24-7 response. Just
last week I called them with a problem at 2:00 in
the morning. They resolved my issue over night,”

Jorge Carrasco
Food and Beverage Manager

Congress Plaza Hotel,
Chicago, Illinois

“24-7 Hospitality Technology had the most user-
friendly system, and the system configuration al-
lows terminals to operate independently to
minimize downtime,”

Mark Diaz
General Manager

Four Points by Sheraton
Kalamazoo, Michigan
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